New Year's Eve, Family-style

ITHACA — Like the big ball drop in New York City, several local events to celebrate new year tonight will resonate with a sense of tradition.

Tainted pet food still being used, area veterinarians fear

ITHACA - Ann Bliss continues grieving for the five young cocker spaniels that recently died after eating some contaminated Diamond-brand dog food.

Public speaks in welfare fraud case

WATKINS GLEN — The Schuyler County district attorney’s office surprised the family of a couple convicted of welfare fraud when it asked the public for sentence recommendations.
New Year's Eve festivities abound in local clubs »
Movies
'Fun with Dick and Jane' isn't »
Music
Road Trip: A look at some upcoming concerts around the state »
Theater
Actor's Workshop to showcase Meisner Technique »

Plus movies showtimes, club and event listings, and MP3s from local artists.

Nation/World News
- Government Prepares for Next Big Disaster
- Latest Round of Violence Kills 18 in Iraq
- Ex-German Diplomat, Family Freed in Yemen
- Happy 2006: Australians, Asians Celebrate
- Iraq, Economy Highlight Bush Radio Address
- Mom Mulls Punishment for Globetrotting Son
- Storm Causes Flooding, Mudslides in Calif.
- Wall Street Hunts for Escape From Doldrums
- Rapper Obie Trice Shot on Detroit Freeway
- Raiders' Collins Can Be Spoiler Vs. Giants
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